
Chapter 1. The Set1t et1ce

Exercise 1. Take suitable parts from Column A, Column Band 

Column C and write five sentences. The first one is done 

for you. 

Column A 

1 . The doctor 
2. The cows
3. The skater
4. Eagles
5. Rinku and Tina
6. The baby

Column B 

glides around 
like to swim 
examines his patients 
likes to lie 
eat grass 
soar about 

Column C 

in the field. 
in the sky. 
in the swimming pool. 
at his clinic. 
in her pram. 
on the ice. 

1. The doctor examines his patients at his clinic.

2. -------------------------

3. -------------------------

4. ----------------------

5. -------------------------

6. -------------------------

Exercise 2. Write S for a statement, Q for a question, C for a 

command and E for an exclamation: 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

1. Cross the road only at a zebra crossing.

2. Why didn't you stop at the red light signal?

3. Slow down your car at every turning.

4. How sleek the Honda City is!

5. The new Indigo runs on diesel.

6. Is it air-conditioned?

7. Travelling by the new Honda was a great experience.

8. How kind of you to give me a lift in your car! D 
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Exercise 3. Rewrite the following groups of words as 
sentences. The kind of sentence to be formed is mentioned in 
the brackets. Begin each sentence with a capital letter and put 
the proper punctuation mark at the end. The first word of the 
sentence is underlined. 

1. you did where summer spend holidays your (question)

2. the medicine bottle the shake well taking before (command)

3. have library school we our an video excellent in (statement)

4. was exciting how race the car (exclamation)

5. from do get running not down bus a (command)

6. houses number a the totally large of earthquake destroyed (statement)

7. you have watched of film the shooting ever a (question)

8. what did stories tell my grandmother exciting (exclamation)

9. animal is a dolphin what the playful (exclamation)

10. ever you a have seen dolphin (question)

11. encyclopedias have in read dolphins l about many (statement)

12. video cassette this to more about watch know dolphins (command)
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